
kissed by light
professional boudoir photography



Every photo is a story... 

       Let us capture yours



FiNe ARt PRiNts

8”x10” $60 11”x14”  $100 16”x 20”  $140

When artwork is created, its value only increases with time. That is why our fine art prints are printed on 

special archival grade paper, preserving your artwork so that it can be enjoyed and celebrated for over 

100 years. Our outstanding quality printing is done exclusively in-house (you no longer have to worry about your 

photographs going through a 3rd party printing lab), and has a very fast turnaround time – can be ready in only 2 

days! Our state-of-the-art technology printer produces museum quality prints that let your photographs breathe 

with life and be cherished for eternity. Decorate your walls with your own unique and timeless piece of art – avail-

able in three basic sizes, or ask us to create a custom size!

Archival Quality (100 years)        Comes in various sizes        Printed in-house (no privacy issue)        Fast turnaround time• • •



luxury prODucTs
Luxury Folio Box

Luxury Albums

A portrait is forever and so are our prints. A beautifully crafted luxury Folio 
Box is the perfect case for your professional quality art prints. The ultimate 
luxury print product we offer, simple and versatile, this elegant box is sized 
11”x14”, can hold up to 24 photographs (size 8”x10”) and fits on your book-
shelf. It gives you the freedom to either privately store the photographs in-

side the box, or frame them to adorn your walls! All photographs are printed 
in-house on high quality photographic paper using our state-of-the-art 

printing technology and feature archival matting and acid free materials to 
make your art work last a lifetime.

Hand-crafted in the Italian tradition, our luxury albums are layflat, with the 
images printed on high quality photographic paper with pages designed in-

house. All luxury albums can be customized with a wide variety of colors and 
covers, from linen fabrics to vintage leathers and come in a velvet pouch or 

boxed and wrapped in tactile velvet lace.

10 prints   $400   

6”x6”  $3008”x8”  $40010”x10”  $50012”x12”  $600

20 prints   $650



WAll ARt
Ready to Hang

One of the greatest pleasures of having your portrait taken is seeing it in print and adorning the walls in your home inside a beautiful hand-craft-
ed frame or as a stylish canvas print. In order to make it easier for our clients to have a piece of art to take home with, we’ve sourced out the very 

best in wall art materials to create two beautiful products – a ready to hang Artisan Italian Frame and a Canvas Wrap.
 

straight from the sunny Italy, our masterfully hand-crafted Artisan Italian Frame is made of natural wood with a soft finish and comes in three 
beautiful tones which will compliment any interior - gold, silver & brown. The frame comes with our in-house produced professional quality art 

print of an image of your choice or a collage of up to 4 images. There is no better way to eternalize and display your art work!
 

Our Canvas Wrap is printed on a top quality photo canvas wrap and are stretched on a durable solid wood frame with the tightest corners in the 

industry! Being frameless, they make a dynamic addition to any modern home.

MADE IN
ITALY

Variety of sizes available. Please inquire.



Mini ‘Brag Books’

Crystal Frame

prINTED prODucTs
Our Mini Brag Books are a great add on to any package. chic, affordable and 

unique – these pocket sized (3”x3”) accordion style booklets fit about 6-8 images 
and come with a large selection of pretty covers. you will receive three identical 
copies which you can share with your partner and have a copy in your purse to 

show your girlfriends as well (hence the “brag” part).

This gorgeous table-top crystal plaque is sized 5x7 and comes printed with your 
favourite image from the session. Thin and stylish precision-cut glass with black 
fabric backing for a sleek, frameless, ultra-modern look, this compact frame can 

be kept either on the desk or inside the desk.

$80

$80


